POWERPHONE INTERFACE
INTEGRATE POWERPHONE TOTAL RESPONSE SCRIPTS INTO YOUR CALL-TAKING PROCESS

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
The PowerPhone Interface enables your dispatch center’s PowerPhone Total Response software and Spillman Flex CAD module to seamlessly transfer data back and forth to each other, reducing the need for dispatchers to enter information into both platforms. When a dispatcher enters the nature of a call into CAD, that data is transferred automatically to the PowerPhone software, which provides a preprogrammed script of questions for the dispatcher to ask relating to that particular nature. After the dispatcher enters responses into PowerPhone, both the questions and responses will automatically populate into the Call Comments field within Flex CAD.

ACCURATE, NATURE-BASED SCRIPTS
Your dispatchers need software that keeps up with their call-taking process. The PowerPhone Interface ensures that the dispatcher always has questions relevant to the nature of the call they are taking, even when that nature is updated in the middle of a call. For example, if a nature is manually updated from “Head Pain” to “Seizure” in CAD, the PowerPhone software can be configured to automatically provide a new set of scripted questions pertaining to the new nature. You can also configure the interface to allow a response-based update to the call nature within PowerPhone to trigger an automatic update to the call nature in CAD, if desired.

EFFICIENT COMMUNICATION WITH FIELD PERSONNEL
Field personnel need as much information about the call they are responding to as possible. The PowerPhone Interface facilitates efficiency and thorough preparation by providing first responders with all of the scripted questions and the responses collected by the dispatcher directly in the Call Comments field in Flex CAD or Mobile. This information is then automatically updated, providing responding personnel with the situational awareness they need to respond efficiently and effectively to the call.
1. Dispatchers can use the interface to seamlessly receive scripted questions from PowerPhone based on the current nature of the call.

2. Field personnel can view both the scripted questions and dispatcher responses, along with date and timestamps, in the Call Comments field in CAD or Mobile.